
Egyptian Deities Occult Escapology Rob
An Exploration of the Ancient Egyptian Occult and Its Influence on the
Modern Escapist Tradition

The ancient Egyptian occult is a vast and complex body of knowledge that
has influenced Western culture for centuries. From the Hermetic Corpus to
the Golden Dawn, Egyptian occult ideas have been used by magicians,
alchemists, and other occult practitioners to achieve enlightenment, power,
and escape from the mundane world.
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One of the most important figures in the Egyptian occult is the god Rob.
Rob is the god of magic, healing, and protection. He is often depicted as a
man with a hawk's head, and he is associated with the Eye of Horus, a
symbol of power and protection. Rob's cult was one of the most popular in
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ancient Egypt, and his image was found in temples and tombs throughout
the country.

Rob's association with magic and escapology is evident in his many myths
and legends. In one myth, Rob is said to have escaped from the
underworld by using his magical powers to create a boat that could sail
through the darkness. In another myth, Rob is said to have healed the god
Osiris after he was murdered by his brother Set. These myths show Rob's
power to overcome obstacles and escape from danger, and they have
inspired escapologists throughout history.

The influence of the Egyptian occult on the modern escapist tradition is
evident in the work of many famous escapologists. Harry Houdini, for
example, was a student of the Hermetic Corpus, and he used Egyptian
occult symbols and rituals in his performances. Other escapologists, such
as David Copperfield and Criss Angel, have also been influenced by the
Egyptian occult. These escapologists have used Egyptian occult ideas to
create illusions that amaze and astound audiences, and they have helped
to keep the tradition of Egyptian occult escapology alive.

The Egyptian occult is a rich and fascinating tradition that has had a
profound influence on Western culture. The god Rob is a powerful symbol
of magic, healing, and protection, and his association with escapology has
inspired many famous escapologists. The Egyptian occult continues to be a
source of inspiration for escapologists and other occult practitioners today,
and its influence is likely to continue for centuries to come.

The Egyptian occult is a complex and fascinating tradition that has had a
profound influence on Western culture. The god Rob is a powerful symbol



of magic, healing, and protection, and his association with escapology has
inspired many famous escapologists. The Egyptian occult continues to be a
source of inspiration for escapologists and other occult practitioners today,
and its influence is likely to continue for centuries to come.

Fig. 1. The god Rob, depicted as a man with a hawk's head.
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Octopus as Pets: A Comprehensive Guide to
Care, Costs, Tank, Health, and Diet
Octopuses are fascinating creatures, with their eight arms, unique
intelligence, and ability to change color and texture. But are they suited
to...

Akron, Ohio: A City of Poems
Akron, Ohio is a city with a rich literary history. From the works of Hart
Crane to the poems of Etheridge Knight, Akron has been home to some
of the most...
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